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SUMMARY Soft error jeopardizes the reliability of semiconductor de-
vices, especially those working at low voltage. In recent years, silicon-on-
thin-box (SOTB), which is a FD-SOI device, is drawing attention since it
is suitable for ultra-low-voltage operation. This work evaluates the con-
tributions of SRAM, FF and combinational circuit to chip-level soft er-
ror rate (SER) based on irradiation test results. For this evaluation, this
work performed neutron irradiation test for characterizing single event tran-
sient (SET) rate of SOTB and bulk circuits at 0.5 V. Using the SBU and
MCU data in SRAMs from previous work, we calculated the MBU rate
with/without error correcting code (ECC) and with 1/2/4-col MUX inter-
leaving. Combining FF error rates reported in literature, we estimated chip-
level SER and each contribution to chip-level SER for embedded and high-
performance processors. For both the processors, without ECC, 95% errors
occur at SRAM in both SOTB and bulk chips at 0.5 V and 1.0 V, and the
overall chip-level SERs of the assumed SOTB chip at 0.5 V is at least 10
x lower than that of bulk chip. On the other hand, when ECC is applied
to SRAM in the SOTB chip, SEUs occurring at FFs are dominant in the
high-performance processor while MBUs at SRAMs are not negligible in
the bulk embedded chips.
key words: soft error rate, chip-level, SRAMs, flip flops, combinational
circuits

1. Introduction

In recent decade, with the trend of reducing power dissi-
pation, transistors that are suitable for low voltage opera-
tion are shifted to mass production. While improving the
conventional bulk CMOS transistors to fit low voltage op-
eration, the transistors of a new structure of fully depleted
silicon-on-insulator (FD-SOI) is one of those promising de-
vices [1]. Moreover, silicon-on-thin-box (SOTB), which is
a FD-SOI device with thinner BOX (buried oxide) and SOI
layers of 10 nm and 12 nm, respectively, was proposed to
improve controllability of ultra-low voltage (0.6 V and be-
low) operation [5]. On the other hand, the lower opera-
tion power makes soft error occur more easily due to lower
critical charge [2]. But compared to conventional bulk de-
vices, SOTB devices have better immunity to soft errors
thanks to the insulator layer between the substrate and SOI
layer [3], [4]. For covering a wide range of reliability de-
mand, the soft error immunity of SOTB chips needs to
be evaluated and compared with that of conventional bulk
chips, especially at low operation voltage.

For assessing the soft error immunity of devices under
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low operation voltage, Kobayashi et al. measured the soft
error rate (SER) of flip flop (FF) of bulk and SOTB circuits
at the supply voltage between 0.6 V to 1.2 V [6]. Hirokawa
et al. measured single bit upset (SBU) and multiple cell up-
sets (MCU) in SOTB and bulk SRAM at 0.4 V to 1.0 V [7].
Furuta et al. measured single event transient (SET) in SOTB
and bulk circuits at 1.2 V [8].

To provide a comprehensive understanding of soft er-
ror immunity in low operation voltage, this paper evaluates
the chip-level neutron-induced SER of SOTB and bulk cir-
cuits at 0.5 V and 1.0 V and investigates the contributions
of SRAM, FF and combinational circuit to the chip-level
SER. For achieving this, we fabricated SOTB and bulk test
chips and measured SET rate of SOTB and bulk combina-
tional circuits at 0.5 V due to lack of SET rate at ultra low
voltage. Combining with previously reported SERs of FF
and SRAM [6], [7], chip-level SER of processors designed
with SOTB and bulk CMOS is calculated. We compare
the composition of chip-level SER between embedded and
high-performance processors with and without ECC. A pre-
liminary analysis result is presented in [9]. This paper newly
calculates the rate of multiple bits upsets (MBUs) without or
with error correcting code (ECC) using the previous data of
MCU to evaluate the influence of soft errors in SRAM to
data path in practical systems. Moreover, MBU rates are
estimated with 1/2/4-col MUX bit interleaving. Then, the
chip-level SER and the composition analysis is updated with
the MBU rates to provide with a better understanding of the
necessity of ECC for SRAM and reliability-demanding sys-
tems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
explains test chips for irradiation test and shows measure-
ment results. Section 3 discusses multiple bit upsets in the
SRAM devices with and without ECC. Section 4 estimates
chip-level SER of SOTB and bulk processors and discusses
the contributions of SRAM, FF and combinational circuit
to the chip-level SER of embedded and high-performance
processors.

2. SET Rate Measurement

2.1 Test Chip Design for SET Measurement

We designed and fabricated test chips to evaluate the num-
ber of SET occurrence in SOTB and bulk circuits. Figure 1
shows a test group for SET measurement. In the SET mea-
surement mode, SEL1 and SEL2 are set to low to compose
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Fig. 1 One test group for SET measurement.

inverter chains. There are 256 inverter chains, and they are
target circuits for SET. The cell area of an inverter in the
chains is 1.80µm×0.52µm. For obtaining more SET events,
more inverters in a chain are preferred since we can allocate
more silicon area to the target circuit, i.e. inverters. How-
ever, too many inverters may diminish an SET pulse during
the propagation in the chain since the chain could gradually
reduce the pulse width due to the imbalance between rise
and fall delays [10]. As a compromise, we chose the 9-stage
inverter chain, strictly speaking, consisting of eight inverters
and one NAND gate for this study.

Although the SET rate depends on the logic types, size,
etc, characterizing the SET rate for each logic type and size
with a statistically meaningful data is not practically possi-
ble. Thus, we chose an inverter as the target for SET rate
characterization since the inverter is a popular cell in digital
circuits and logical masking effect, which prevents an SET
from propagating a gate due to the blocking logic values of
its side inputs, can be eliminated. Meanwhile all the SETs
with a width larger than a certain threshold are captured
by FFs in the measurement, which means temporal mask-
ing originating from the timing difference between SET and
clock is not considered. Due to these, this work measures
the raw SET rate that are not affected by logical and tempo-
ral maskings.

An SET pulse occurred in a target circuit is given to an
asynchronous 1-bit counter, where the 1-bit counter is trip-
licated and the output is voted for SEU masking. During ir-
radiation experiment, the FF values are scanned out to know
how many SETs occurred. Besides, even if the counters and
frequency divider are triplicated, errors can accumulate in
FFs during the test. For preventing such error accumulation,
we periodically reset FFs in the counters and frequency di-
vider.

The test chip includes 60 test groups. Therefore, there
are 138,240 target cells in a single test chip. The test chip
was fabricated from the same Graphic Data System (GDS)
with 65 nm SOTB and bulk technologies with eight metal
layers from the same GDS data. A major difference between
SOTB and bulk devices is the existence of BOX layer under
the channel region.

We mounted 16 test chips on a board as shown in Fig. 2,

Fig. 2 Chip board used in test. c©[2018] IEEE. Reprinted, with
permission, from [9].

Fig. 3 Experiment setup c©[2018] IEEE. Reprinted, with permission,
from [9].

and six boards, four of which include SOTB chips and two
of which include bulk chips, were placed on the neutron
beam track as shown in Fig. 3. A pattern generator and
logic analyzer were used for generating the input signal and
recording the output signal of the chips. In the irradiation
test, 48 of 64 SOTB chips and 16 of 32 bulk CMOS chips
were measured. The logic analyzer and the PCB boards,
each of which gathers the outputs of the chips, are connected
with highly-dense contact connectors. The contact patters
on the PCB boards were worn out and the secure contact
could not be achieved for some connectors despite many tri-
als. Therefore, these chip outputs were not recorded. The
supply voltage was set to 0.5 V. The data of the chips were
read every 30 minutes.

The neutron beam in Research Center for Nuclear
Physics (RCNP) at Osaka University, whose spectrum is
similar to that at the terrestrial environment, was irradiated
to the test chips. The average flux density of neutrons was
2.46 × 109 cm−2h−1. Reference [11] reported neutron flux
of Tokyo City at sea-level is about 12 cm−2h−1, and hence
the acceleration rate was 2.05 × 108. The test chips were
irradiated in 12.9 hours in total with an incident angle of 90
degree.

2.2 Test Result

During the irradiation test, 39 SETs were observed in 16
bulk chips while no SET in 48 SOTB chips. The number of
SETs and its SER are listed in Table 1. The location of SET
occurrence in the bulk chips was analyzed. The distribution
of SET occurrence within test group is shown in Fig. 4, and
the distribution within chip is shown in Fig. 5. We can see
the SET occurrence is random in space as we expected.
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Table 1 Number of measured SETs.

# of SETs Irradiation time # of target cells

SOTB 0 12.9h 6,635,520

Bulk 39 12.9h 2,211,840

Fig. 4 Distribution of SET occurrence within a test group. Each bar
corresponds to an inverter chain.

Fig. 5 Distribution of SET occurrence within chip. Each bar corresponds
to a test group c©[2018] IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [9].

From the result, we could observe that bulk suffers
more SETs although it has 2 x less target cells than those
in SOTB devices. This indicates that SOTB devices have
a stronger immunity to neutron radiation compared to bulk
devices. The reason could be attributed to the less charge
collection since the insulator layer of the SOTB device pre-
vents the charge deposited in the substrate and well from
being collected to the drain.

2.3 Credibility of SET Data

In this irradiation test, the number of SETs was small. For
making sure the measured SETs are true SETs instead of
pseudo SETs that are caused by SEUs in 1-bit counters, we
estimated prospective count of the pseudo SETs. The 1-
bit counter consists of 3 FFs and a voter. A pseudo SET
occurs when two FFs have upset during the reset interval,
and hence the probability of pseudo SET occurrence during
reset interval Treset, PpSET , is expressed as

PpSET = 3 · P2
FF · (1 − PFF) + 1 · P3

FF , (1)

where PFF is the probability of SEU occurrence during

Fig. 6 Layout of SRAM cells c©[2018] IEEE. Reprinted, with
permission, from [9].

Treset, and it is expressed as the product of Treset and SERFF ,
SER of a FF.

Considering the total irradiation time Ttotal and the
number of counters in the measured chips Ncounter, the ex-
pected number of the pseudo SETs EpSET is calculated as

EpSET = PpSET × Ncounter × Ttotal

Treset
. (2)

In our irradiation experiment, Ncount was 24,576, and Treset

was 3 hours. Using the SERFF , which will be explained
in the next section, the expected number of pseudo SET
was 2.1. The pseudo SETs were expected to be 5% of the
measured SETs. Therefore, we conclude that the measured
SETs can be treated as true SETs in the following analysis.

3. MBU Rate Calculation with/without ECC and Inter-
leaving

The SRAM SERs were measured in our previous work [7].
In the measurement, soft errors in SRAMs were classified
into SBUs and MCUs. Different from MCUs being counted
as long as the upset cells are adjacent, MBU means multi-
ple bits upset inside a single word originating from a sin-
gle event. This feature makes MBU difficult to be corrected
by ECC, especially in high-speed cache in which powerful
ECCs cannot be adopted due to its delay overhead [12]. In
this section, we calculated the MBU rate for the chip-level
SER evaluation. In addition, MBU rates were compared
without or with ECC having 1/2/4-col MUX interleaving.
By analysis of MBU rates, the reduction due to ECC with
interleaving is quantified to show the benefit

3.1 MCU Pattern

Figure 6 illustrates the layout of SRAM cells in the mea-
sured chips. The bit lines (BLs) and word lines (WL) are
shown in this figure. The cells in the same word are placed
along the WL. The number of upsets along the same WL in a
single MCU event are the primary index to be observed. Re-
ferring to the MCU pattern classification in [13] and count-
ing the upset numbers along the same WL, we define the
MCU pattern as,

C N1 N2 N3, (3)

where C is category consisting of b/w/c. Here, categories b,
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Table 2 MCU pattern classification. Percentage of each pattern is calculated to the total # of MCU
events.

B (%) W (%) C (%) Total MCUs #

B x 1 1 W 1 2 2 W 1 3 3 W 1 4 4 C x x 1 C x x 2 C x x 3 C x x 4 C x x 5

Bulk
0.4 V 16.01 10.40 0.02 6.92×10−3 6.15 66.91 0.34 0.15 6.92×10−3 14457

1.0 V 15.65 3.61 – – 2.04 78.60 0.08 8.34×10−3 – 11986

SOTB
0.4 V 57.69 15.38 3.85 – 11.54 11.38 – – – 26

1.0 V 25.00 25.00 – – 25.00 25.00 – – – 4

w and c stand for a single line along BL, a single line along
WL and cluster, where cluster represents an MCU that has
two or more bits along with both BL and WL directions. N1

is the width in the BL direction, N2 is the width in the WL
direction and N3 is the maximum upset number along the
same WL in a single MCU event. With this definition, we
categorized the MCUs. Table 2 shows the result. We can see
that the type of cluster MCU is the majority in bulk SRAMs
and it occupies at least 70%. Comparing bit-line and word-
line MCUs, the bit-line ones are slightly more than word-
line ones at 0.4 V but the bit-line ones largely exceed the
word-line ones at 1.0 V. For SOTB, the trends of MCUs in
BL and WL are opposite, and the bit-line MCUs are dom-
inant at 0.4 V. Based on this table, we consider the word
organization for ECC and interleaving to calculate the rate
of MBU in the corresponding situations.

3.2 MBU Rate with/without ECC and Interleaving

In this subsection, we calculate the MBU rate with and with-
out application of ECC and interleaving. For ECC applica-
tion, we consider the most popular code of single bit correc-
tion double error detection (SECDED). SECDED means a
1-bit error along the WL is assumed to be mitigated what-
ever the number of upsets in at the BL. This also means
SBUs will be mitigated together as well as MCUs only in
BLs. For interleaving, 1-col (no interleaving), 2-col (2-bit
interval) and 4-col (4-bit interval) MUX are considered. By
applying interleaving w/ ECC, even if a successive 2-bit up-
set along the WL, they are assumed to be corrected sepa-
rately due to being in the different words.

Taking into account the error correction, an MBU oc-
curs for those N3 > 1 if only ECC is applied, N3 > 2 if
ECC and 2-col MUX interleaving are applied, and N3 > 4
if ECC and 4-col MUX interleaving are applied. Then, the
MBU rate are calculated using the corresponding percentage
of MCU patterns leading to MBU under the assumed com-
bination of ECC and interleaving. The MBU rate is listed
in Table 3. From this table, we observe that with ECC and
interleaving the MBU rate decreases as we expected com-
pared to that without ECC. Another observation is that sole
application of ECC is effective (2 x decrease) but a combi-
nation of ECC and small 2-col MUX interleaving achieves
around 200 x and 1,000 x reduction in bulk device at 0.4 V
and 1.0 V, respectively.

Here, we cannot show the overhead of the 2/4-col
MUX interleaving quantitatively since the SRAM array it-

Table 3 MBU rate in SRAM chips [FIT/Mbit].

Bulk SOTB

0.4 V 1.0 V 0.4 V 1.0 V

w/o ECC 1-col 737.33 611.30 0.62 0.09

w/ ECC 1-col 573.92 503.13 0.19 0.05

w/ ECC 2-col 3.88 0.56 0.02 –

w/ ECC 4-col 0.05 – – –

self was not designed by ourselves. References [12], [19],
[20], on the other hand, report an increase in power con-
sumption with the increase in interval distance. This is
mainly due to ‘half selected’ transistors of different words
in the same word line [19]. Reference [12] shows an in-
crease in access power of around 30% and 110% from 1-
col to 2-col and 4-col MUX interleaving, respectively, for a
4-MB 8-bank cache. Meanwhile, larger MUX interleaving
also costs extra area and delay due to larger MUX, but their
concrete numbers were not found as far as we investigated.
Taking into account the overheads of the larger interleaving
to system, we refer the rate under the circumstance of 2-col
MUX with ECC in the following chip-level SER estimation.

4. Discussion on Chip-Level SER

4.1 Data Preparation

This section prepares the necessary SER data for estimating
chip-level SER. The FF SER in the same SOTB and bulk
technologies was measured by Kobayashi et al., and the data
in [6] is used. The data used in the chip-level SER estima-
tion is listed in Tables 4 and 5.

In this work, we estimate chip-level SER at 0.5 V and
1.0 V, and some data is missing. References [14]–[17] uti-
lize an exponential function for regression analysis of SER
dependency on supply voltage. Referring to these works,
we carried out curve fitting to obtain missing data assuming
SER = a ·exp(b ·V), where a and b are fitting parameters and
V is the supply voltage. We confirm that the R-square val-
ues of the fitted regression lines for each data set are higher
than 0.945, where a value closer to 1 indicates a better fit
of the model to the data set. Using the obtained functions,
we derived the data at 0.5 V. Such derived data is listed with
parenthesis in Tables 4 and 5. As for SOTB SET rate, we
calculated it supposing that an error was observed in the ir-
radiation experiment. Unfortunately, we have the SET SER
at 0.5 V only, and hence we cannot use curve fitting. We
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Table 4 SER data for SOTB circuits.

Voltage [V] 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

SET [FIT/Mbit] (0.06) (0.06)

SBU [FIT/Mbit] 375 (314) 128

MBU [FIT/Mbit] 0.6 (0.45) 0.1

FF [FIT/Mbit] 29.5 (26.8) 26.2 16.2 (14.0) 11.0

Table 5 SER data for bulk circuits.

Voltage [V] 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

SET [FIT/Mbit] 7.02 (7.02)

SBU [FIT/Mbit] 1817 (1464) 498

MBU [FIT/Mbit] 737 (715) 611

FF [FIT/Mbit] (1400) 1150 650 620 360

Fig. 7 Structure of high-performance and OpenRISC processor c©[2018]
IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [9].

thus assumed the SET rates at 0.5 V and 1.0 V were the
same. Measuring the SET voltage dependence is one of our
future works.

In addition, for chip-level SER estimation, the cell
numbers of an assumed high-performance processor and a
representative embedded processor, OpenRISC 1200, were
considered as the evaluation target in this paper. Fig-
ure 7 shows the structure of high-performance processor
with large amount of cache memory, larger register files
and deeper pipelines, where 50% core area is occupied by
SRAM, 25% is occupied by FF and the remaining 25% is
occupied by combinational circuit. The core area is 36 mm2.
In our calculation, the sizes of 6T SRAM and FF cell were
0.56µm × 2.00µm and 1.80µm × 7.80µm, respectively, and
they are consistent with and [7] and [6]. The combination
circuit was assumed to be filled of inverters, where the area
of an inverter is 1.80µm × 0.52µm and it is the same as our
experiment. The capacity of SRAM is 11.79 Mbit, and the
numbers of FFs and inverters are 0.61 M and 5.02 M, respec-
tively. As for OpenRISC 1200, the SRAM size for cache is
0.56 Mbit. To estimate the number of cells, we synthesized
the RTL files with a standard cell library. The number of
FFs is 24 k and the number combinational cells is 1.10 M.
The chip size and area portions of OpenRISC 1200 are also
shown in Fig. 7.

Chip-level SER SERchip is calculated as

SERchip = (SERSBU + SERMBU) × NSRAM

+ SERSEU × NFF + SERSET × NINV , (4)

Fig. 8 Chip-level SER without ECC [FIT/Chip].

Table 6 Contributions of SRAM, FF and combinational circuit to
chip-level SER without ECC.

SRAM Comb. FF

MBU SBU SET SEU

high-perf.
processor

SOTB@0.5V 0.14% 99.40% 0.02% 0.44%

SOTB@1.0V 0.51% 98.97% <0.04% 0.49%

Bulk@0.5V 31.71% 64.96% 0.12% 3.21%

Bulk@1.0V 53.82% 43.81% < 0.24% 2.13%

embedded
processor

SOTB@0.5V 0.14% 99.82% 0.00% 0.04%

SOTB@1.0V 0.07% 99.87% < 0.01% 0.05%

Bulk@0.5V 32.70% 67.01% 0.02% 0.27%

Bulk@1.0V 55.01% 44.78% < 0.03% 0.18%

where NSRAM is the number of SRAM bits in a chip, and
NFF and NINV are the number of FFs and inverters in a chip.
To estimate the maximum contribution of SET to chip-level
SER, logical, temporal and electrical masking are not con-
sidered in this calculation

4.2 Estimation Result and Discussion

The calculated chip-level SER without ECC is shown in
Fig. 8. The overall SERs of SOTB chip are 6.0 x and 7.7
x lower than those of bulk chip at 0.5 V and 1.0 V, respec-
tively. Table 6 and Fig. 9 also show a common tendency for
both processors that soft error in SRAM dominates in the
total chip-level SER. In SOTB chip, more than 99% errors
occur in SRAM, and other FF SEU and SET are negligi-
ble. Similarly, more than 95% errors occur in SRAM in
bulk chip.

Next, we apply ECC to SRAM. In this case, the MBU
rates with ECC and 2-col interleaving calculated in the pre-
vious section are used. The chip-level SER with ECC is
shown in Fig. 10. In high-performance processor of SOTB,
the chip-level SER is reduced by two orders magnitude
while it is reduced by one order of magnitude in bulk chip.
This is because the MBU rate is much lower than the SBU
rate in SOTB chip. Consequently, the SERs of SOTB chip
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Fig. 9 Contributions of SRAM, FF and combinational circuit to chip-level SER without ECC. This
figure is essentially equivalent with Table 6.

Fig. 11 Contributions of SRAM, FF and combinational circuit to chip-level SER with ECC and 2-col
interleaving. This figure is essentially equivalent with Table 7.

Fig. 10 Chip-level SER with ECC and 2-col interleaving [FIT/Chip].
Note that the range of Y-axis is different from that of Fig. 8.

are 53 x and 34 x lower than those of bulk chip at 0.5 V and
1.0 V, respectively. ECC provides more powerful mitigation
to embedded processors.

Table 7 and Fig. 11 show the decomposition of chip-
level SER. With ECC, the proportion of FF becomes dom-
inant in all the embedded and high-performance processors
of SOTB and bulk while MBU in SRAMs still take around
20% in bulk embedded processors. In high-performance
processor of SOTB, the contribution of FF reaches 95% at
0.5 V while that in embedded processors also contributes to

Table 7 Contributions of SRAM, FF and combinational circuit to
chip-level SER with ECC and 2-col interleaving.

SRAM Comb. FF

MBU SBU SET SEU

high-perf.
processor

SOTB@0.5V 0.77% – 3.74% 95.48%

SOTB@1.0V 0.04% – < 6.95% 93.01%

Bulk@0.5V 3.60% – 3.53% 92.86%

Bulk@1.0V 2.04% – < 10.00% 87.96%

embedded
processor

SOTB@0.5V 8.65% – 5.33% 86.02%

SOTB@1.0V 0.45% – <10.53% 89.03%

Bulk@0.5V 30.90% – 3.92% 65.17%

Bulk@1.0V 19.35% – < 12.29% 68.35%

60% at least. On the other hand, the SET contribution ranges
from 4.55% to 16.67%. Considering that temporal and logi-
cal masking are ignored for upper bound estimation, we can
conclude that SET cannot be a primary concern for both the
high-performance and embedded processors. This result is
consistent with the simulation based result showing a maxi-
mum ratio of 2% in [21].

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the chip-level neutron-induced SER of SOTB
and bulk circuits at 0.5 V and 1.0 V and the contributions
of SRAM, FF and combinational circuit to the chip-level
SER were investigated. Combining the measured SET rate
with previously reported SERs, chip-level SER of proces-
sors made of SOTB and bulk CMOS were calculated. With-
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out ECC, at least 95% errors occur in SRAM in both SOTB
and bulk chips and in both embedded and high-performance
processors. With ECC, MBU rate is reduced and then chip-
level SER of SOTB devices decreasesd 162 x at least, while
the reduction for bulk devices was 25 x. The contribution
of FF in SOTB high-performance processor became 95%
at 1.0 V, whereas the contribution of FF also reached 65%.
Therefore, radiation-hard FF SEU is helpful to further re-
duce chip-level SER.
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